
wish, but as certain and as atisfactory as the disposition and the action)

of the majority of the'people themselves will permit."

HEY, JIM! WE'VE SCOOPED YOUR
LOCAL STAFF AGAIN

Midnight Cottage Grove av. and
63d st. Street car stops. Dozen
young men try to. carry bundles of
newspapers from car to corner. Oth-

er dozen young men clash. Heads
busted. Eyes blacked. Noses bleed.
Clothes torn. A real small sized riot
No police. No arrests.

Victory for HeTald sluggers.
Defeat for Examiner sluggers. Her-
ald placed on sale and kept on sale.
Herald cutting in on Examiner circu-
lation.
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POOR CONEY ISLAND REFORM

WAVE HITS IT HARD
New York, July 13. Coney Island's

bathing beach was a barren strip of
sand today, and likely will remain
that way, it was said, so long as score
of detectives with measuring sticks
and binoculars continue to patrol on
lookout for naughty bathing suits
with short skirts and gar-
ments with large apertures for the
arms. Scores of warnings fwere
given to Sunday's crowds. Here-
after arrests will take the place of
warnings, the police said.

Capt Glidden, in charge of sleuths,
today gave out following list of ban
ishments for women:

One-pie- suits.
Knitted jerseys with open sleeves.
Skirts that do not reach, the knees.
Garments with low necks and

backs.
Tights without a bathing suit over

them.
The "bathing sock," which shows

the bather's dimpled knee, is also-barre- d,

the captain said.

A SKEPTIC
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Plain Clothes Man Mulropney,

come jump in and have lunch with
me. I know wheer we can get a
swell course meal for 50 cents.

Officer Mulrooney Not on yer
loife. I git enough coarse food ,at

. home these days!
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